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TEASER

EXT. HILL-DAY

We see the entire city from the place the two men are 
standing. We Can see big building from the left side and 
small and common buildings from the right. In the middle of 
the screen is a big white tower standing high and the top 
of this tower in hidden by the clouds. We focus closer on 
the characters now. Both of them are staring at the tower. 

The left men is Marik. He Is still a  boy 15 years old with 
shiny blue hair and golden eyes.

The men from the right is Madar his brother. Hi is toller 
then him and has black hair and dark brown eyes.

We zoom in the tree near them. The tree start to shake. 
Leafs are starting to fell of and fly away toward the city. 
We fallow one of the leafs as hi goes toward the city 
streets.  It’s fly by a magic shop, an old lady and is 
ending under a car. 

We focus back at Marik and Madar.They Are still standing 
and watching the city.

MARIK
I failed didn’t I.

MADAR
No you didn’t little brother, no 
you didn’t. You can fail only if 
you can even try. You never 
really get your chance.

A wind is starting to blow  

MARIK
I failed her. I failed her again. 
And she only wanted one think for 
me.She wanted me to succeed to be 
someone, to be someone great, 
someone important.

MADAR
Thing no always go like we 
expect. You should know that. 
Life doesn't turn like we planed. 
It is not meant to be that way.

MARIK
But I was hoping, I got a chance.

We focus  on his golden eyes. They shine for a second.



The wind is becoming stronger.

MARIK (CONT'D)
What should I do now?
What?

MADAR
You should never give up. When 
you was born you had golden eyes. 
I was tree then I don’t remember 
but our mom was always telling me 
about that day. Most of our 
nigbours come to prey in front of 
our house. Hundreds of people. 
Golden eyes are a sign of 
greatness, a sign of something 
special. 

MARIK
Almost every great sorcerer has 
had a golden eyes. Eyes of 
legend. 

MADAR
That is true. But they are also 
called eyes of sorrow. It’s said 
that whoever have a golden eyes 
will bring peace and justice to 
the people but will bear their 
sins. No great wizard have ever 
been happy. Eternal sadness. 
Eternal loneliness.

MARIK
I would have found a way.

MADAR
Well the universe have other 
plans for you. You are too old to 
be a sorcerer now. If you are 
older then 15 years and you 
haven’t developed powers ..You 
are not a wizard. Sorry little 
brother.

A tear is felling of Mariks face.

MADAR (CONT'D)
You are going back to school bro. 
I now it will be strange for you 
after so long but it is the right 
choice. Our mother would have 
liked that. There more ways to be 
great. It’s not only wizard that 
had golden eyes true history. 
There are others too. 
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And no everyone with golden eyes 
is meant to be great.

The wind is even stronger. Marik and Madar move closer to 
the tree to block the wind with his stable.

MARIK
The wind is getting stronger.

MADAR
Yes. We should go home now. It 
may start raining.

MARIK
No not yet. Just for a little 
while. I like it here. It’s nice.

MADAR
You want to look at Supreme 
University. (Small pause) It is a 
dream. Nothing more. It is time 
to let go of it.You Are too old 
to be a sorcerer.

MARIK
I knew. No sorcerer older then 
15. It was my dream. I was so 
close.

MADAR
Great things will happen to you 
Marik. I can feel that. I know 
that. Wait and you will see.

The wind is very strong now. Marik And Madar are turning to 
see from vere is coming. A shadow is slowly covering the 
ground first covering the tree and a couple of seconds 
later is covering them. Marik and Madar look up and they 
see a gigantic golden dragon flying above them.

MADAR (CONT'D)
Is that a dragon?

MARIK
Yes, a believe so.

The dragon is going toward the city. Fly by one big tower 
near the left site of the city. Cars and people are 
stopping and are starting to watch the sky.

MEN 1
What is that?

Another men is running in panic traing to hide behind a 
container. A women is screaming and her friend is trying to 
calm her down.
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WOMEN 2
Common Susan calm town. We Are 
safe.

She look at the sky but the dragon is gone.

The dragon is flying on the left side of the city flying 
over houses , cars people. Birds are starting to fly away 
from the  tree. A small child standing alone in a back yard 
of a house is pointing with a finger toward the sky.

BOY 1
Oauuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu! Mamma !

The dragon is now flying toward the Supreme university. His 
Shadow is starting to cover the buildings under him. Hi is 
vortically landing on one of the walls on the great tower.

EXT. HILL-DAY

Marik and Madar are staring at the Great Tower. The Golden 
dragon is hanging attached to it.

MARIK
We should follow him.

MADAR
Why? Where?

MARIK
To the  university. We should go 
there.

Madar is taking a deep breath. Hi is cleaning his shirt 
from the dirt.

MADAR
They will never let as in there. 
The place is sorcerers only. No 
humans allowed.

MARIK
Then we should go as close as we 
can get. I want to see the dragon 
upclose. It’s a Golden Dragon.

MADAR
Yes it is. It is golden. 

MARIK
There is only one golden dragon. 
The Phoenix the timeless one. 
Let’s go.

MADAR
I don’t know. Should we fallow 
him?
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MARIK (SMILING)
He is surrounded by hundreds of 
sorcerers. I think he is not a 
real treat writhe now.

They are walking down the hill toward the city. A small 
bird is flying above their heads.The Bird is flying toward 
the great tower coming close to the dragon head. The Dragon 
swallows her. We focus on his eyes.

END OF TEASER
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ACT 1

INT. BIG DARK ROOM

We see a big room. The walls are covered with paintings of 
strangely dressed men. In the middle of the room we see a 
table with 14 chairs. Six chairs from the left , six from 
the right and two in the centers.

People are starting to enter the room. They are all dressed 
with cloaks and their heads are covered. We can only see a 
small portions of their faces. 12 people enter the room and 
sit on the table leaving the center seat empty. This people 
are the elders.

Couple of second later a men dressed with a dark red robe 
enters the room. This is the leader(this is not his real 
name but we will address him like that for now).

The leader have golden eyes and golden hair. Hi Is toll and 
approximately 30 years old.

The leader is moving toward a big clock that is directly 
behind him.

Hi is watching the clock for couple of seconds. Then he 
turns around and still standing he starts to speak.

LEADER
It is time my brothers ,it’s 
time. The day has come and we are 
ready to act. We have waited for 
this for years. Thousands of 
years we knew that this day will 
finally come.

One of the elders interrupts him and starts speaking.

ELDER 1
Are you sure, is it even 
passable?

Another elder joins the argument.

ELDER 2
Of course it is. The time has 
finally come.

ELDER 1
Once we reveal ourselves to the 
world there is no turning back. 
We than can’t go back. Once they 
now about our existence we better 
be ready.

The leader smiles for a second but his face clearly turns 
serious.
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LEADER
Don’t worry my brothers. I have a 
plan. I assure you I have taken 
every step of precision in this 
matter. I am wear that there is 
no margins for error. And you 
knew that I have never failed 
you.

Elder 3 joins the conversation. 

ELDER 3
I am with you. And I say it’s 
time to act. We should do this 
now. Tell us what have you 
planned?

LEADER
I hoped you would ask that?

A strange cripple men enters the room. Hi Is early walking. 
One of his leg is missing and is replaced with a wooden 
one. The men also have a severely hunched back. This is the 
the STRANGE MAN.

STRANGE MEN
Hello to everybody.

Everybody is staring at him. The leader is going close to 
him and hugs him.

LEADER
This is our secret weapon. With 
his help we will weald the world. 
Don’t let his appearance fool 
you. He is good in that what he 
does. 

ELDER 1
He? 

The Strange Men laugh. He goes close to Elder 1 and touch 
his hand. Couple of seconds later the elder kisses his 
hand.

ELDER 1 (CONT'D)
I understand now pleas forgive 
me.

The Leader laugh.

LEADER
You don’t need to apologize to 
him. It is OK. Hi is our slave.
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ELDER 1
I wasn’t. What those hi did to 
me?

LEADER
Nothing for you to worry. We are 
ready. 

Every elder stand and bow before the leader.

LEADER (CONT'D)
You can go now

He show to the Strange men.

The Strange Men is leaving the room.

The leader sit on the center chair.

LEADER (CONT'D)
He might be a problem leather. He 
is too strong. But for now we 
should make preparations.

ELDER 1
We should start with Supreme 
university.

LEADER
I know. I already have a plan in 
motion.

We slowly zoom out from the room.

EXT - CENTER OF THE CITY ALEXANDRIA -DAY

Marik and Madar are walking down the street. They Re in the 
center and there no cars in this part. Only People, kids 
and bicycles.

The town center is in a circle shape. In the center we see 
a fountain.

Marik and Madar look at the Great Tower.

MARIK
Look at it.

Marik is showing at the golden dragon who is still standing 
attached at the tower.

A lot of people are standing with him watching the dragon 
with amaze. A lot of people are standing and pointing at 
him. A young girl is taking pictures of him. After a pause 
Madar continue to speak. 
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MADAR
Yes it is. But what is he doing 
there?

MARIK
I don’t know but is something 
connected with the sorcerers. I 
don’t believe in coincidence.

MADAR
I thought that dragons are 
extinct. Like the dinosaurs or 
mammoths or banshees. I never 
knew that there still out there.

MARIK
Me neither. Dragons were not seen 
until the last great war. I learn 
a lot in my trainings for 
sorcerer last few mounts. One of 
the subjects was dragons and 
magic.

MADAR
And now you can actually see one. 

MARIK 
Yes I can. But this one is 
special. It’s a golden dragon. A 
sign.

Couple of birds are flying away distracting them.

MADAR
Them birds. They are particularly 
aggressive today. I wonder if 
that has something to do with the 
dragon?

A boy is coming close to them. It’s a small 11 year old kid 
with a bunch of newspapers in his arm.

BOY 1
Would you like to buy a newspaper 
sir?

Marik and Madar turn around and starts to stair at the boy.

Madar check in his pockets but they are empty.

MADAR
No thanks.

BOY 1
OK ,have a nice day.
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The boy leaves but Madar notice something on the newspaper. 
A picture from the dragon.

MADAR
This story already reached the 
media. Come, it is almost 11 
o'clock. We should watch the 
news.

Madar and Marik are walking fast toward one of the windows 
in the shops near by.

In the windows we see a lot of TV sets. In the center we 
see a big plasma TV.

On the TV we see a image of the Great Tower and the Golden 
Dragon. Letters like and unusual happenings, and confusing 
settings are flying by on the down edge of he screen.

JESSICA MARLOU a beautiful blonde young reporter is showing 
up. She is holding a Dictaphone in her hand she starts 
talking.

JESSICA
Good afternoon ladies and 
gentleman. Today we are 
witnessing and unbelievable  
happening. A Golden Dragon 
creature from the legends and 
from the stories has show in our 
city.

She tingles her hair and taka one short look at the dragon.

JESSICA (CONT'D)
The dragon was first sited at 9 
o’clock this morning flying above 
the city, causing panic and 
disorder on the streets. After 
few minutes of flying the dragon 
has settle on the top of the 
Grand Tower in the hard of the 
Supreme University. He has not 
abandon his location from then. 

We take a look at Marik and Madar who are watching the news 
carefully. 

JESSICA (CONT'D)
Why is this dragon in our city? 
What is hi doing now showing 
after so many years? And are 
there more like him? For this 
answer we contacted dr. Gregory 
Town an expert of dragon history. 
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Dr. Gregory Town is author of the 
bestselling book “Dragons among 
us” and multi awarded book 
“Genesis of the dragons” ,a book 
that in the scientific circles is 
counted as one of the best book 
in the field. Let here from him 
now. 

The TV screen is separating in two parts. From The left we 
see Jessica and from the right we see and older long haired 
gentleman. This Is DR. GREGORY TOWN. He has a serious look 
on his face and a long white hair.

JESSICA (CONT'D)
Hello dr. Town

DR. TOWN
Hello Jessica. Thank you for 
inviting me in this show.

JESSICA
You are always welcome. So tell 
us dr. Town do you monitor the 
recent events that are happening 
in this town.

DR. TOWN
Yes I do Jessica. And I am 
amazed. I was always hoping that 
one day I will have the 
opportunity to see a real dragon. 

JESSICA
Well now you have your wish come 
true.

DR. TOWN
I do actually. Dragon hasn't been 
seen since  the last great war. 
Some of us even believed that the 
dragons were extinct. For 500 
years there were no dragon 
sightings. 

JESSICA
What does this mean? Is this the 
last dragon?

DR. TOWN
I strongly doubt that. Dragons 
can live up to 400 years. But 
this dragon is pretty young , I 
will say no more then 100 years 
old. So he was born recently. 
Dragons reproduce like lizards. 
Five or six at a time. 
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No more then tree survive 
,sometimes only one. It is 
reasonable to assume that this 
dragon have a family brothers 
sisters,mother, father.. 

JESSICA
But you can not exclude the 
possibility that this is the last 
dragon.

DR. TOWN
No I can’t. Still that scenario 
is not likely. The dragons have 
probably retrieve in a safe 
location after the great war far 
away from the humans reach. This 
dragon probably .This Dragon 
probably strayed away from the 
flock.

JESSICA
Thar is an interesting theory dr. 
Town.
(Small pause)
What can you tell us about this 
particular dragon?

DR. TOWN
Well the dragon in ne more then 
hundred years old. He is male and 
is pretty young and vital. It’s 
part of the flying dragons 
family, a golden dragon 
subspecies. 

JESSICA
Golden dragons are not the most 
common dragons.

DR. TOWN
You are right Jessica. We know a 
little about this particular 
types of dragons. There were only 
couple of sightings true history 
but  evidence we have gathered 
suggested that they are similar 
to the blue dragons. They are 
more than 20  meters long and 
weigh tree times the elephants. 
They are strong fire breathing 
creatures. They are also 
considerate very hostile.

JESSICA
I have read somewhere that golden 
dragons only appears in great 
conflicts.
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DR. TOWN
Yes that is true. The only 
sightings are during various 
wars. The first great war, second 
great war, the human-wizard war, 
the elf-human war.. There are 
other examples as well. And two 
golden dragons at a time were 
never spotted. Some scientist 
like professor Stiven Baxtor even 
claimed that there is only one 
golden dragon but that idea was 
never accepted.

JESSICA
Is there another war coming 
doctor?

DR. TOWN
There is no sure way to know. 
Some animals can sense danger and 
run away from it. Like mouses who 
always know when a ship starts to 
sink. Maybe this dragon can sense 
conflict no one really knew. I 
believe that this is a young 
dragon lost from his flock. He 
will probably leave soon.

JESSICA
And is this young dragon 
dangerous. 

DR. TOWN
Dragons are intelligent 
creatures. Some say that they 
even myth bee more intelligent 
even then the humans. But we 
don’t know for sure. Dragons 
rarely attack first, so if he is 
not provoked he will probably not 
react.

The screen where dr. Town was  disappear and now we see 
only Jessica.

JESSICA
Thank you for the interview Dr. 
Town. For more info about the 
dragons with more expert opinions 
join us in the evening news.

Commercial block is starting. We see a fanny little red 
dragon walking on a toilet seat and after a couple of 
seconds a logo appear.
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LOGO
With DRAGON WASH you can wash and 
wash true the legend land. DRAGON 
WASH saves you many, DRAGON WASH 
saves your strength.

In this moment Marik and Madar stop watching the TV and 
turn around.

MADAR
We should go home now.

MARIK
Yes we should but can we return 
here tonight, I want to see the 
evening news.

MADAR
Sure but firs we should go to 
school, to see if they will take 
you back.

MARIK
OK deal. Don’t worry I have 
missed only two mounts they will 
probably take me and not make me 
repeat a year.

Marik and Madar are leaving the center area.

EXT. SUPREME UNIVERSITY YARD- DAY

The yard of the university is big. We see students passing 
by caring books running somewhere. Two figures re standing 
there talking. Professor TIR GAREN and Professor HELEN 
TROK. Tir is middle aged good looking professor with dark 
brown hair. Helen is 50 year old dean of the university. 
She has black short hair.

PROFESSOR TIR
When is our guest arriving?

PROFESSOR HELEN
It should be any moment now.

PROFRSSOR TIR
So now we are refuge camp. I 
don’t lite the idea this school 
to start to interfere in other 
countries politic.

PROFESSOR HELEN
Me neither. But in this case I 
was force to make an exception 
professor. The circumstances 
demanded it. This boy can be of a 
great use to us. 
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And if we lifted him unprotected 
he was going to be slaughtered 
with the rest of his family.

PROFRSSOR TIR
Yes that is true. But we must be 
careful with him. He myth be 
young but he is also the only 
heir if the Makedonian throne. If 
we make a mistake it will cost 
us.

PROFESSOR HELEN
That is way I count on your 
support. The school board have a 
meeting later in the afternoon. 
We will discus the appearance of 
the Golden Dragon.

PROFRSSOR TIR
We can’t let him stay on the 
Great Tower. We must move him 
from there. He is a danger for 
the students.

PROFESSOR HELEN
We will discuss the situation 
latter this afternoon.
(Surprised)
Oh look professor he is coming.

A car is stopping in front of the gate of the Supreme 
University. It is black limo. The car slowly stops. From 
the car are exiting two men. The first men is old an the 
other one is young. DREZDEN YOUNG is a 16 year old boy with 
lithe hair. He is toll and good looking , muscular. The old 
one is DIMITRY his servant. He is old and he is carrying 
tree big suitcases.

DREZDEN
Common Dimitry hurry with the 
begs. They are waiting for us.

Professor Tir and Helen approach Drezedn.

PROFESSOR HELEN
Hello your majesty. It’s an 
honour to finally meet you.

DREZDEN
I know.

Professor Helen stop talking and watch him for a couple of 
seconds. She is confused by his answer.
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PROFESSOR HELEN
Let me introduce myself. I Am 
Professor Helen the dean of this 
faculty. This men next to me 
(pointing at professor Tir) is 
Professor Tir one of our most 
respected teachers here.

Professor Tir smiles ironically.

PROFRSSOR TIR
Good day mister Drezden. How was 
your trip?

DREZDEN
Pleasant thank you. 
(Looking at Dimitry) 
(shouting)
Dimitry what is taking you so 
long?

Dimitry is caring the bags as fast as he could but he has 
problems with them.

DIMITRY
I am coming master. I am coming.

DREZDEN
Incapable fool.

PROFRSSOR TIR
Yes he is. 
(Short pause) 
You won’t have difficulties 
getting use on life without him.

Professor Tir smiles again.

DREZDEN
What do you mean?

PROFRSSOR TIR
Personal servants are not allowed 
in the school. We can’t let him 
in.

PROFESSOR HELEN
He is right.

DREZDEN
But I am just a guest I am not a 
student in this faculty.

PROFESSOR HELEN
No meter the rools apply for all 
students, teachers and guests. 
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Don’t worry we have a capable 
servants in the school. They will 
take good care for you.

Dimitry is finally catching up and he is hearing the 
conversation.

DIMITRY
But what will happen to me? I 
have no where to go.

PROFRSSOR TIR
Don’t worry Dimitry we will think 
of something? 
(Pause)
My name is Tir.

Professor Tir is offering his hand. Dimitry is looking 
confused for a second and shake it afterwards.

PROFESSOR HELEN
Let us show you room you majesty.

They are walking toward one of the buildings.

END OF ACT 1
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